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1) Introduction

- as a post processing step (L1, Entropy): train a model -> prune -> fine-tune

- as an iterative process on trained model (Taylor[2]): train a model -> 

iteratively prune and fine-tune

- as a reconstruction error (ThiNet, DCP): train a model -> minimize the error 

between the pruned model and the original model

- from scratch using constraints (DCP, Slimming): add pruning constraints to 

original model -> optimize the model and the pruning constraints

- as progressive pruning (PSFP, ours): pruning while training the model from 

scratch without any constraints
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Channel pruning methods can be seen as: 



1) Introduction

- Existing methods for pruning from scratch is difficult to optimize

- Existing progressive pruning method does not take advantage of pruning during 

training

- It does not handle back-propagation pruning properly
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Current challenges with SOA methods: 



1) Introduction

- A pruning technique and criterion suitable for training.
- Momentum pruning for backward pass

- The technique can be easily adapted to other tasks such as object detection or 
unsupervised domain adaptation
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Contributions:
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2) Progressive Gradient Pruning

Illustration of the overall working of our method for pruning during training



- Pruning of forward pass follows the same 

procedure as traditional pruning procedure

- Pruning of momentum tensor for the 

backward pass use the same indexes as 

forward pass

Forward Backward Pruning:
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2) Progressive Gradient Pruning



- Inspired by Taylor(Molchanov)[2] equation:

- With L any loss function, D a labeled dataset, Hi the feature map of layer i

- Experimentally, we found that, by changing the formulation to Weight (Wi) 

instead of feature map yield better result:

Gradient Norm criterion:
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2) Progressive Gradient Pruning
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Tasks And Datasets:
- Cifar, Mnist for classification

- PascalVOC for object detection

- Office31 for domain adaptation

Backbones:
- For classification: 

- LeNet and ResNet20 for MNIST

- VGG19 and ResNet56 for CIFAR

- For object detection:

- Faster R-CNN with VGG16 Backbone

- For domain adaptation:

- MMD based domain adaptation with VGG16

3) Experimental Results



Baselines:
- For classification and object detection:

- L1 pruning

- Taylor

- DCP

- PSFP

- For domain adaptation:

- TCP

Our Techniques:
- RPGP: Pruning is done at each training iteration

- PGP: Pruning is done at the end of each epoch
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3) Experimental Results



- Our method can outperform baselines in some cases while having competitives 

results with state-of-the-art
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Results of our algorithm(red) on MNIST(left) and CIFAR(right) on Resnet 

3) Experimental Results



3) Experimental Results

- Our method outperforms baselines in both accuracy and training time
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Results of our algorithm(red) for object detection with Faster R-CNN VGG16 on 
PascalVOC



- Our method outperforms baselines both in compression and accuracy. 
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Results of our algorithm(red) for domain adaptation with VGG16 on Office31

3) Experimental Results



- A new progressive pruning method that’s suitable for pruning during training

- The proposed approach can work on classification as well as object detection and 

unsupervised domain adaptation

- It provides faster training and pruning time compared to state-of-the-art
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Thank you for listening

4) Conclusion


